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ABSTRACT

Analysts of Chilean politics assert that the Pinochet dictatorship created a new political cleavage characterized as “authoritarianism versus democracy.” It fostered the formation of two party coalitions that took positions for and against Pinochet’s continuation as head of state in the plebiscite that he lost in October 1988. As a result, they argue, while the religious and class cleavages had powerfully shaped voter options and the party system in the pre-dictatorship past, these fissures have lost their salience in the current context.

Using a survey based on a national sample of urban areas, this paper presents a different perspective. The fact that the two party coalitions created at the time of the plebiscite continue to predominate in the Chilean party system has not obliterated the earlier religious and class divisions. Our main focus here is on religion, and we show that religious and political attitudes continue to be closely interwoven. Religion remains an important factor in shaping voter choices along three polarities: irreligiosity versus religiosity, Catholicism versus Protestantism, and progressive versus traditional forms of religiosity. All three reflect the continuing presence of long-standing religiously based divisions in Chilean politics. The irreligious, Protestants, and religious people with a progressive view of their own religiosity self-place more on the left of the ideological spectrum, and are more supportive of the Concertation coalition that championed the “no” vote that defeated Pinochet.

RESUMEN

Los analistas de la política chilena generalmente afirman que la dictadura de Pinochet creó un nuevo “clivaje político” que han identificado como “autoritarismo versus democracia”. Este habría fomentado la creación de dos coaliciones de partidos que estuvieron a favor y en contra de que Pinochet continuase como jefe de Estado en el plebiscito que perdió en octubre de 1988. En consecuencia, dichos analistas argumentan que las fisuras socio-políticas que moldearon el comportamiento electoral y el sistema de partidos en el período previo a la dictadura—es decir las ligadas a las diferencias religiosas y de clase social—han perdido su relevancia en el período post-Pinochet.

En base a una encuesta con una muestra nacional de áreas urbanas, presentamos una perspectiva diferente. El hecho de que las dos coaliciones creadas en torno al plebiscito sigan siendo las que predominan en el sistema de partidos chileno no significa que se hayan eliminado las antiguas divisiones religiosas y de clase. Examinamos aquí principalmente las diferencias religiosas, y mostramos que la religiosidad y las actitudes políticas siguen estando estrechamente vinculadas. La religión ayuda a moldear las opciones electorales a través de tres polaridades que vienen de larga data en la política chilena: irreligiosidad versus religiosidad, catolicismo versus protestantismo, y concepciones progresistas versus tradicionalistas de la religiosidad. Las personas irreligiosas, los evangélicos, y los creyentes con una visión progresista de su propia religiosidad se auto-identifican más bien con el centro-izquierda y la izquierda del espectro ideológico, y apoyan en mayor medida a la Concertación de Partidos por la Democracia que propició el “no” que venció a Pinochet.
Introduction

Carla Lehmann, a Chilean pollster, noted at the end of 2005 that in Chile “people do not vote for religious or moral reasons. This has been empirically demonstrated.”\textsuperscript{1} If her observation were correct, this would represent a major change in Chilean politics, because religion has played an important role in shaping the nation’s party system since the mid-nineteenth century. Conflicts developed at that point between those who wished to base policies and laws on Catholic social doctrine as well as to preserve a primary role for the Church in shaping educational and other public institutions, and those who preferred to forge a more secular world. The first group formed the Conservative Party, gaining an important following all over the country from people in all walks of life. The second group gravitated to the pre-existing Liberal Party, while the most determined advocates of secularization created the Radical Party.

Subsequently, at the turn of the twentieth century, divisions over socioeconomic policies and the rise of the labor movement as well as other class based organizations added a second layer of sociopolitical conflicts that impacted the party system. These generated new political organizations on the left, the most important of which eventually became the Communist and Socialist parties. However, such conflicts did more than simply introduce new parties because, on the one hand, those formed primarily out of the religious/secular cleavage had to position themselves along the new left-to-right ideological and programmatic axis, and, on the other, the new parties had to place themselves on the religious versus secular polarity. The Liberals drifted to the right strengthening their ties to business interests, while the Radicals assumed deliberately centrist positions, solidifying their support among public and private employees. The Conservatives split into a Social Christian group that reflected new Catholic social teachings, and a “Traditionalist” one with rightist views. In turn, Communists and Socialists adopted anticlerical views that easily blended with those held by the Radicals, a factor which subsequently facilitated the formation of coalitions among these parties.\textsuperscript{2}

While no one has disputed the importance of religion and class in forming and reshaping Chile’s party system prior to the breakdown of its democracy in 1973, Lehmann expresses what has become a new consensus, namely that such factors, in particular religion, are presently irrelevant. With the restoration of democracy in 1990
after the dictatorship of General Augusto Pinochet, the party system was recast into two coalitions, and to understand this dualism, writes Eugenio Tironi, “one should not look to the old social cleavages.” Its origins, he adds, “lie in a new political-cultural cleavage, namely the authoritarian/democratic one, that was forged in the period 1973–90 and was crystallized by the YES/NO option in the referendum organized by Pinochet in 1988” (Tironi 2002, 38). Pinochet’s defeat opened the way to a restoration of democracy under the leadership of the Concertation of Parties for Democracy coalition of center and leftist parties formed to oppose a continuation of his rule. It has constituted all governments since then, while the center-right and right forces that sided with Pinochet, first grouped in a coalition called Democracy and Progress and presently Alliance for Chile, have become the opposition. Chile’s unusual “binomial” electoral formula helps reinforce the predominance of these two coalitions in the party system.

However, Tironi does not go so far as to assert that this new “cleavage” has completely trumped the earlier ones. With Felipe Agüero, he argues that the yes/no split has subsumed the class divide. Further, they note that the “authoritarian” side of the current division also echoes positions formerly espoused by pro-clerical leaders, while the “democratic” one identifies with secularizing forces. As a result, the parties of the Concertation have implemented “lay” measures such as legalizing divorce or eliminating censorship, whereas the parties of the Alliance have championed “conservative” moral positions and assumed narrowly “confessional” views (Tironi and Agüero 1999, 157–62). Alejandro Moreno also insists that issues such as “religion and abortion are especially important” in helping to define the authoritarian-democratic divide (1999, 112).

Like Lehman, other authors are not convinced that the new “authoritarian-democratic cleavage” leaves any room at all for religiously based political differences. This argument is presented most forcefully by Mariano Torcal and Scott Mainwaring, who note that “among voters this historic conflict has apparently disappeared in Chile today.” They argue that “between 1973 and 1995 ... the religious cleavage in Chile faded”; that “religion became irrelevant as a predictor of party preference...”; and that survey data show that “religion was nowhere close to achieving statistical significance” as an independent variable in determining electoral outcomes (Torcal and Mainwaring 2003, 65, 68, 82–83).
In this paper we focus primarily on the effects of religion on Chileans’ ideological self-positioning and electoral choices, showing that it continues to have an effect on political alignments despite the current organization of the party system. We base our observations on a survey we prepared and applied to a national sample of 1,200 subjects in large urban areas in Chile. While we agree with the tempered Tironi and Agüero (1999) view that the division between the two coalitions subsumes some of the secular/religious divide, we also show that religiosity—or its absence—shapes the political choices of Concertation supporters. In addition, we explore the political effects of Catholic and Protestant religious identities. And we argue that among Catholics a progressive versus conservative view of their own religiosity—and not only support or rejection of the military regime—helps guide their choice of one or the other coalition.

The yes/no division certainly galvanized the formation of the two coalitions that characterize Chile’s current party system, and voting for one coalition or the other is associated with voter attitudes—and voters’ families’ attitudes—towards the Allende government, the military coup, and the dictatorship (López and Morales 2005). However, this division should not be considered a party-generative social cleavage comparable to those that defined the party system in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Social Cleavages and Political Divisions

In the broadest sense, a politically relevant social cleavage in a democracy refers to the disproportionate support a sociologically defined category of the population gives to certain electoral options. But not all such cleavages are party-generative ones in the Lipset and Rokkan (1967) sense. In some instances members of the category may not even be aware of their distinctive option. In other cases, members of the category may be aware of their majority option, and may well have a variety of associations and organizations that speak for their views and interests, contributing to a sense of collective identity. And yet, even in these cases no enduring party or political option may emerge from the category. The issues at hand that provoke disproportionate support may be passing ones, or pre-existing parties, despite having been created around different conflicts and with other social bases of support, may be well poised to become channels for the expression of the new views and the groups that express them. Party-generative
social cleavages are, then, those which emerge on the basis of segments of the population that have specific collective identities, interests, associations, institutions, symbols, and/or distinctive subcultures, and which tend to assume common positions, antagonistic to those of other segments, over issues that are understood to be of fundamental importance. But party-generative cleavages do not simply forge parties; above all, they result in political tendencies that become ingrained in the fabric of a nation’s political landscape. Political leaders and militants then create parties that express such tendencies as long as the electoral and other organizational and democratic-institutional facilitating conditions are in place. But if they eventually stray from the core symbols and attachments of the segment of the population that holds them dear, other parties may well emerge in their place, producing realignments of the links between social segments and parties. The specific content of the issues that reflect the sociopolitical divisions may also change over time, and it is conceivable, but rare, that the party-generating sociopolitical divisions may wane and even disappear as social change alters the characteristics of the segments of the population that sustained those divisions. This may presage important changes in the party system, although organizational and institutional advantages and inertia may sustain the parties for a considerable period of time.

When a national polity has two or more sociopolitical cleavages that generate political tendencies, the formation of parties becomes very complex. Parties must adopt positions on issues that reflect each of the main axes of division, and ideological and political “spaces” that combine political tendencies can facilitate the formation of specific parties that occupy them. When institutional and other factors militate strongly against the formation of multiparty systems that can express such complexity, the parties that do emerge will tend to be less ideological and more catchall, while their connections to civil society will normally be more tenuous and shifting over time as they form coalitions in their search for majorities. Multiparty systems—assuming they are well formed and have a long historicity, as the Chilean one does—develop parties that are closer to the various combinations of political tendencies that cleave a nation’s political landscape and to the specific segments of society that are associated with them. Given this characteristic, Chileans have a relatively clear sense of where the country’s parties stand on the left-to-right ideological scale as well as in terms of their proximity to or distance from the
Catholic Church, reflecting the two longstanding religious and class cleavages that shaped the party system’s political tendencies.

As Manza and Brooks note (1999, 32–33), scholars who study the social basis of party formation have indicated that parties and party coalitions can be formed and reshaped for reasons that have little or nothing to do with the party-generative kind of social cleavages. Leadership disputes, unforeseen new issues, political scandals, external threats, deliberate crafting by powerful actors in part though electoral laws, and institutional breakdowns can have a powerful impact. Such factors can be labeled as “incidental” (J. S. Valenzuela 1997, 51–52) to distinguish them from those that create the political tendencies, and they can affect party politics for lengthy periods of time. And yet, the deeper divisions stemming from enduring social cleavages do not simply disappear as the party system is reshaped by such conflicts. Political leaders that gain the limelight through such incidental means must assume positions that define their views within the grid of ideological and issue polarities related to the main political tendencies. The latter continue to affect political choices and differences, and they are bound to reemerge in full force given that they are reproduced by ongoing social divisions, once the incidental factors recede. Chilean politics has in the past been shaped for a generation by the legacy of powerful and controversial leaders, although the divisions they created eventually dissipated without a trace. This is what occurred, for example, with José Manuel Balmaceda, whose presidency from 1886 to 1891 culminated in a brief civil war and divided the Liberal Party until the 1920s. Pinochet is therefore not the first figure to have precipitated this kind of outcome. Consequently, as the yes/no divide wanes, the more enduring social cleavages that had an impact on the formation of Chilean political-cultural identities and partisan alignments should come once again more to the foreground. Old and new issues that reflect these cleavages, from labor rights to the legalization of divorce, can trigger the polarization of opinion following long established patterns.

A telltale sign that the yes/no split is an “incidental” type of conflict lies in the fact that it is not associated with any specific set of associations in civil society, creating political symbols, subcultures, and collective identities. There are no organizations advocating authoritarian as opposed to democratic rule in the country. Pinochet was
supported, among others, by employer associations, but these were created long before he
took power and are obviously related to the class divisions in Chilean society. Conservative Catholic circles also tended to side with the “yes,” but again, they reflect
longstanding divisions between Catholics. It is precisely such attachments of pre-existing segments of Chilean society in favor of Pinochet—and against him by their polar opposites—that leads to the impression that the “old cleavages” may have been “subsumed” by the “authoritarian民主ocratic” division (Tironi and Agüero 1999). Moreover, the two coalitions are formed by parties that retain their own organizations and identities. There is no prospect that two unified parties will emerge from them. The Concertation is even divided into sub-pacts that reproduce the Catholic/secular division, with the Christian Democratic Party (PDC) on one side and the Socialists (PS), the Party for Democracy (PPD), and the Radical Social Democratic Party (PRSD) on the other. The Union of Independent Democrats (UDI) and National Renewal (RN), the parties that form the Alliance, engage frequently in heated debates. For all these reasons it is hard to view the yes/no split as a party-generative cleavage.

Although a party system rooted in a lengthy history of electoral competition, as in Chile, will tend to bear most clearly the mark of party-generative social cleavages, there are different levels of intensity in the politicization of a national population. People who are actively involved in civic associations related to the main party-generative cleavages, and above all those who become party militants, can be expected to reflect much more clearly the personal commitments and visions of national affairs that the respective issue polarities produce. Surveys of party militants or of legislators show this. Regarding the religious cleavage, for example, interviews with Chilean congressmen led by Manuel Alcántara show that there are sharp differences in the degrees of religiosity between members of parties that have historically been closer to the Catholic Church and those linked to anticlerical positions. By basing our analysis here on a survey of the population we are therefore working at what is normally the weakest level of a nation’s political alignments. A country may well have very committed politicians and militants but considerably more passive ordinary citizens. This has been the case in Chile, and can be seen in the fact that voter abstention was very high before voting became obligatory in 1962 (Maza Valenzuela 1995, 175–76). In what follows we explore the ways in which
religious divisions in Chilean society continue to be present in the political choices of the population.

**Challenges in Examining the Political Effects of Religiosity in Chile**

Research on religiosity and politics in Chile is complicated by three issues whose effects are partly interrelated. The first has to do with whether or not religiosity can be measured adequately by focusing on church attendance. The second pertains to differences between the political alignments of the nation’s Catholics and Protestants. And the third relates to the fact that the Catholic political subculture has long been politically divided. Ignoring the problems raised by these issues can easily lead to the hasty conclusion that religiosity has no effect on political choices. A brief comment on each follows.

*Capturing Survey Respondents’ Religiosity*

Survey research on religion and politics has often used church attendance or “practice” as the key indicator for respondents’ religiosity, and this has normally been the indicator of choice for such research in Chile (see for example Torcal and Mainwaring 2003, 65; Moreno 1999, 124). But this measure does not capture adequately the extent of religiosity among Chilean Catholics, who tend to be quite religious—but also unobservant. After examining data from 31 countries collected by the International Social Survey Program, Lehmann (2002) shows that Chileans, two thirds of whom report praying daily, rank among the most religious people in the world. Only the Philippines, the United States, and Cyprus scored higher. However, in terms of church attendance Chile ranked second to last of all countries that were surveyed, giving it the widest gap between “religiosity” and “church attendance” (Lehman 2002).

We explored this gap in our research by asking participants in two focus groups—one Protestant and one Catholic—about church attendance. Protestants thought it was indispensable, while most Catholics felt it was not. Therefore we asked Catholics in our survey if someone could “be a good Catholic” while attending Mass only “from time to time” and 75% agreed. And 50% agreed with the statement that one could be a “good Catholic” and “never go to Mass”! Hence, using church attendance as the main indicator
for religiosity raises two significant problems in Chile. Firstly, it runs the risk of greatly understating the number of significantly religious Catholics, which can affect analysis of the impact of individual religiosity—whatever form it takes—on political attitudes. As a result, it is better to define religiosity through an index based on a battery of questions, as we have done with our survey. Secondly, given the disparity between Catholics and Protestants in the gap between religiosity and practice, defining religiosity through church attendance in the Chilean context is bound to produce a considerable over-representation of Protestants among respondents who are judged to be highly religious.\textsuperscript{12}

The 2002 census shows that Protestants constitute 17.2\% of the total population, but given their higher levels of weekly church attendance (in our survey 60\% reported such a practice), they constitute a much higher percentage of all Chilean churchgoers. In urban popular sectors on any given Sunday there may be as many Protestants as Catholics in church services (Fontaine Talavera and Beyer 1991, 82–83). Many survey analysts are hardly aware of this consequence of the indicator they use, given that they assume that the great majority of churchgoers are Catholic just because most respondents identify themselves as such.

In fact, the assumption that most survey respondents in Latin America are Catholic is so widespread that questions are often lexically flawed by it. For instance, the question on church attendance is often phrased as “How often do you attend Mass?” This wording overlooks the fact non-Catholics may well answer “never” despite attending religious services several times a week. In the Chilean context this may lead to undercounting the numbers of highly religious persons. To capture respondents’ religiosity in our survey we asked a number of common questions, but we followed them with others directed at Catholics or Protestants that reflect the specificities of their religious practices. Our index of religiosity takes these differences into account, although we reduce the items to a common scale.\textsuperscript{13}

\textit{The Political Alignments of Catholics and Protestants}

Catholics and Protestants have historically been linked to opposite sides of the Catholic/secular divide in Chilean politics. Protestant immigrants, beginning in the 19th century, found greater support among anticlerical forces for a conception of religious
liberty that allowed them to establish their own schools, to build their churches, to practice their religion openly, to bury their dead in public cemeteries, and to legalize their marriages through a civil ceremony. Both groups also favored non-compulsory religious instruction in public schools, and the expansion of state-run public education. Hence, Protestants tended to support the anticlerical parties, in particular the Radicals. While these political identities were established early on, the subsequent growth in the numbers of Protestants in the twentieth century, mainly through the development of Pentecostal denominations, did not alter them.

These historic differences can still be discerned, despite the interruption of partisan politics created by the dictatorship, in present-day Chile. For example, they appear in the disproportionate electoral support Protestants give the Concertation coalition because it includes the main parties associated with the anticlerical side of the nation’s politics. Thus, a survey conducted by Eugenio Tironi and Eduardo Valenzuela in the aftermath of the presidential elections of 2000 found that 69% of Protestants had opted for the candidate of the Concertation, Ricardo Lagos, in the second round of voting, a percentage that far exceeded the bare majority of the votes that he obtained.¹⁴

It is a seeming paradox of Chilean history that the clerical/secular conflict meant that the most secularizing forces ended up garnering the political support of some of the most highly religious segments of its society. Therefore, in studying the impact of religion in the country it is indispensable to keep the distinction between Catholics and Protestants in mind. The most religious voters in the country will tend to support different parties (and in part different coalitions) given their denominational identities.

Political Divisions among Catholics

Chilean Catholicism came to terms with Republican Democracy soon after independence from Spain, and in this sense it was closer politically to the progressive Catholicism of Belgium than to that of France, Italy, or Spain (J. S. Valenzuela and Maza Valenzuela 2000, 195–96). Towards the end of the 19th century, in part as the Conservative Party competed for the allegiance of the working class, the party developed a sizeable Social Christian group whose leaders played an important role in drafting Chilean labor and social legislation. However, as the party moved to the right in the late
1920s after leading Social Christians were exiled by strongman Carlos Ibáñez (1927–31),
the party’s youth split away, eventually forming a new party, the National Falange, that
drew inspiration from new works in Catholic social thought. Subsequently Social
Christians regained dominance in the Conservative Party, and yet the party split once
again as the Social Christians joined the Falange and other smaller groups in creating the
Christian Democratic Party in 1957 (see Grayson 1968). Meanwhile, changes in the
Church hierarchy from the 1920s to the late 1950s produced a majority in the Episcopal
Conference that was quite compatible with the positions taken by Christian Democrats
(Smith 1982, 111–15). Under the leadership of Cardinal Raúl Silva Henríquez the Chilean
Church became a model post-Conciliar one. However, conservative minorities remained
among Catholic political leaders and within the Church.

The Pinochet dictatorship polarized once again the positions taken by these two
groups. Conservative lay Catholics such as Jaime Guzmán, the founder of UDI, became
close collaborators of the regime (Huneeus 2000, chapter 7). The Christian Democrats
joined forces with its opponents, forging an alliance with the Socialists and other parties
to create the Concertation. Meanwhile, Cardinal Silva placed the Church at the forefront
of the defense of human rights. And yet changes were in store for its Episcopal
Conference as the Vatican increasingly appointed bishops from conservative ranks
(Mönckeberg 2003, 217–31).

As a result, religious Catholics remain divided. Some tend to adopt progressive
while others more conservative conceptions of the faith—the first with an emphasis on
human rights and the social gospel, and the second on personal morality. These
tendencies are generally reflected in different parishes, lay associations, and schools,
assuming the characteristics of a social cleavage. Politically, progressives tend to identify
with the Concertation, often because they support the Christian Democrats, while
conservatives lean towards the Alliance, supporting most characteristically the UDI.
However, both are equally religious, and the public at large is well aware that the
Christian Democrats and the two parties of the right are closer to the Church than other
parties are. Thus, on a scale of 1 (proximate) to 5 (distant), our survey respondents ranked
the parties of the right and the PDC as about equally proximate to the Church (59%
assigned a 1 or a 2 to UDI, while 55% did so to RN and the PDC).15
In sum, the Concertation does not only include a majority of Protestants among its religious supporters given their proclivity to side with the anticlerical forces. It also includes religious Catholics, drawn primarily from those who have a more progressive conception of their own religiosity. Hence, simply measuring “religiosity,” even with an index drawn from a battery of questions aimed at capturing the numbers of religious Catholics, cannot be expected—anymore than measuring religiosity through church attendance—to detect the influence of religiosity on voter choices for either the Concertation or the Alliance. Indeed, our religiosity index does not reach statistical significance in a regression model in which the dependent variable is voting for the Concertation or the Alliance.16

Our interpretation of this result is different, however, from that given by Torcal and Mainwaring (2003). It is precisely because of the interweaving of religiosity, both Catholic and Protestant, with voter options for the nation’s parties that this result occurs. These historical legacies effectively cancel out the effects of religiosity on voter preferences for either coalition, precisely because they are still salient. In other words, it is the impact of “religiosity” itself (Catholic and Protestant), and the greater propensity of Protestants to attend church services, that obscures finding a difference among supporters of either coalition based on the extent of their religiosity. Hence, as we show below, other measures must be used to determine whether and how religious cleavages still influence voter options.

The Impact of Religious Identities on Ideological Self Positioning

The parties of the center-left and left that emerged in the first decades of the twentieth century in Chile drew their inspiration from secular humanism, Marxism, and revolutionary syndicalism. Their social bases of support came from segments of society whose central characteristic, even beyond their class background, was the extent of their de-Christianization. The legacy of this aspect of the relationship between religion and politics in Chile is an enduring association between irreligiosity and leftism. Moreover, the longstanding link between Protestants and anti-clerical parties that positioned themselves as centrist to leftist forces on the ideological-programmatic spectrum led Protestants, on average, to place themselves to the left of Catholics.
Both of these observations are sustained by our survey. Figure 1 graphs the ideological self-placement (hereinafter ISP) of respondents according to their religious identity and levels of religiosity. The sharpest ISP difference occurs between respondents who score zero on our religiosity index and those who have some degree of religiosity. The ISP of irreligious respondents is 3.65 on a 1 (left) to 10 (right) point scale, and is noted by the point in the bottom left quadrant. Protestants at all levels of religiosity also position themselves more to the left than Catholics, obtaining an average score of just over 5 while that for Catholics is just over 5.5. Moreover, the lines in the graph indicate—despite the minor exception created by mid-level religiosity among Protestants—that increasing levels of religiosity create a rightward drift regardless of denomination. These patterns illustrate the continuing effects of religiosity and denominational identities in ways that are highly consistent with the political tendencies that emerged historically from the nation’s party-generative cleavages, and they are reminiscent of those found in France (Converse and Pierce 1986, 161–69; Michelat and Simon 1977).

Figure 1. Ideological Self-Placement of the Irreligious and Religious According to Denomination and Levels of Religiosity

N= 1141. (Catholics= 819; Protestants=232. Irreligious=80; Low=362; Medium=253; Medium-High=221; High=225).
Since Protestants also tend to have lower socioeconomic status than Catholics, their self-placement more to the left on the ideological spectrum could be a consequence of their class position rather than their religious identity and its historic connection to the party system. To address this question we ran a regression model in which we coded “Catholic” and “Protestant” into a dummy variable (1 and 0 respectively), and added gender, age, education (the last level of formal schooling), and a measure for “class position.” This variable derives from an assessment made by the interviewer based primarily on the value of the interviewee’s home and its household goods and furnishings. It is designed to capture past income flows, wealth, or intergenerational income transfers. The results (not shown) indicate that the Catholic to Protestant difference does exert the strongest effect in the expected direction over ISP. Net of the other variables, Catholics place themselves on average nearly four tenths of a point more to the right than Protestants (B= .384, p. <.05). ISP is also affected by gender, with men self-placing three tenths of a point more to the left, and by age, with an additional year moving people a tenth of a point more to the right (both results significant at p <.05). Education and “class position” have no impact.

Levels of Religiosity as Determinants of Ideological Self-Placement

Left-to-right ideological self-placement has the important advantage of offering a window to the political views of all respondents. The fact that Catholics and Protestants have different ISP at all levels of religiosity does not prevent us from adding them together to analyze the impact of such levels on ISP. An additional advantage of ISP is that close to 90% of our respondents placed themselves on the scale, while only 31% told us which party they preferred. Chileans are reluctant to reveal their party preference but ISP is a good proxy for it. Thus, when asked to place the nation’s parties on the same ten-point left-to-right scale on which they so readily place themselves, survey respondents in Chile have shown repeatedly that they do so accurately in the sense that their judgments coincide—on average and with very low standard deviations—with the assessments of trained observers. And survey respondents who reveal their party identification tend to assign to their preferred party a score that basically coincides with the one they give themselves. These characteristics of Chilean voters help to explain the low levels of
electoral volatility in the country. They also mean that when most subjects reveal their ISP they are essentially indicating where their party sympathies probably lie. There may be some ambiguity in interpreting an ISP score of 5 (does it hide non-answers?) or in using the score to identify exactly which party a respondent prefers among parties with proximate scores, such as the PRSD and the PDC. But if a respondent reveals, say, an ISP of 7, there is very little probability that such a person sympathizes with any of the parties in the Concertation. Moreover, such a score would most probably identify the respondent with RN rather that UDI. This latter party’s score and the ISP of its supporters average over 8 (Huneeus 2005, 74 and 80).

Our survey confirms the close association between ISP scores and support for the country’s two main coalitions: 76.2% of Concertationists place themselves at 1 through 5, while 70.8% of Alliancists opt for scores between 6 and 10. Moreover, only 4.3% of Concertationists assign themselves 7 to 10 on the right, while only 4.9% of Alliance supporters choose 1 to 4.

From Figure 1 we can hypothesize that religiosity levels, disregarding denominational identities, have an important role in determining ISP. But does this effect remain in place after controlling for other variables? To address this question we constructed four ordinary least squares regression models. To our religiosity index divided into five levels of intensity (including the irreligious as the reference category), we added among control variables gender (male=1, female=0), age, education, household income per capita, class position of the household, father’s ideology, and the importance of religion for the interviewee’s family of origin. We kept age as a continuous variable, and education and household class position as defined above. We obtained household income per capita by dividing the respondents’ household income by the number of persons over age 18 that live in it. Such a per capita measure based only on adults produces a clearer pattern of household stratification than if children are included. They not only consume less, but their generally younger parents usually have lower incomes primarily because of their youth but may have significantly different class backgrounds and future earnings potentials. Father’s ideology (or, as stated in the question, whoever acted as a father figure for the respondent) refers to the positioning on a 1-to-5 left-to-right scale that respondents report for their fathers. Family religiosity refers to the
importance of religion in the respondents’ families of origin, classified as “some,” “middling,” and “high,” with “unimportant” as the reference category.

The robustness of religiosity as a central determinant of ISP shows through clearly in Table 1. In Model 1 the religiosity index pushes ISP to the right at all levels of religiosity, starting with a minimum of 1.32 points and ending, as religiosity increases, with a maximum of 1.77 points on the scale. This virtually replicates the bivariate relationship depicted in Figure 1, as none of the other variables are significant except for a trace effect in the expected direction of the household adult per capita income measure, best appreciated in the standardized beta column.

Substituting the individual religiosity index with the importance of religion in the family of origin, as in Model 2, retains a somewhat weaker but still robust effect of religion on ISP. Like the religiosity index, it also has a linear quality, increasing a rightward drift from .87 to 1.27 points as respondents report having grown up in families of low to high religiosity. The statistical significance levels of these results also increase step by step as the error terms remain basically constant. In Model 1 gender almost reaches statistical significance at the <.05 level, but in Model 2 this variable has a relatively important effect at a <.01 level. The weaker measure for religiosity in this model reveals an association between being male and a leftward ISP drift of a little less than half a point.

However, with Model 3, it becomes clear that the leftward drift of being male is most probably a consequence of the lower levels of religiosity among men, because reintroducing the religiosity index once again reduces gender to a level just below statistical significance. Model 3 also shows that our individual religiosity index is a much stronger predictor of ISP than the level of religiosity in the family of origin. The robustness of the latter’s effects on ISP decline considerably as they are trumped partially by the religiosity index, and yet such effects do not disappear entirely.
### Table 1

**Determinants of Individual Ideological Self-Placement (OLS Regressions)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>-.27</td>
<td>(.15)</td>
<td>-.40**</td>
<td>(.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>(00)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>(00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>(.05)</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>(.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Income p/c</td>
<td>.00124*</td>
<td>(00)</td>
<td>.00117</td>
<td>(00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Class position</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s Ideology</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Religiosity</td>
<td>1.32***</td>
<td>(.32)</td>
<td>1.18***</td>
<td>(.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Religiosity</td>
<td>1.45***</td>
<td>(.34)</td>
<td>1.26***</td>
<td>(.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium High Religiosity</td>
<td>1.62***</td>
<td>(.34)</td>
<td>1.43***</td>
<td>(.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Religiosity</td>
<td>1.77***</td>
<td>(.35)</td>
<td>1.56***</td>
<td>(.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some Family</td>
<td>.87*</td>
<td>(.36)</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>(36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Family</td>
<td>1.05**</td>
<td>(.33)</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>(34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Family</td>
<td>1.27***</td>
<td>(.35)</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>(.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>3.95***</td>
<td>(.70)</td>
<td>4.46***</td>
<td>(.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Square</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001

Note: Standard errors in parenthesis.

Model 4 is not quite comparable to the previous ones given that the lower numbers of respondents to the question regarding father’s ideology reduces the number of cases from around 950 to 474. However, adding this variable not only reveals it to be highly significant in producing a moderate rightward effect on ISP. It also alters the effects of the religiosity index, sharpening the impact of the highest level of religiosity on ISP to 2.26 points on the left-to-right scale, but reducing the statistical significance levels of the mid to lower levels of religiosity. At the same time, the addition of father’s ideology causes the effects of the importance of religion in the family of origin to
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disappear, generating even negative terms at its high ends. And yet when pairing father’s ideology with the importance of religion in the family of origin without including the religiosity index (model not shown), it is fathers’ ideology that becomes irrelevant. Hence, in this case the levels of religiosity in the family of origin become a surrogate for the extent of individual religiosity captured by our index.

In sum, the most significant variable affecting ISP levels is indeed the religiosity index. Nonetheless, as shown in Model 4, father’s ideology does seem to exert an additional independent effect to that of the religiosity index. It probably results from the fact that respondents with weak to mid-level scores on the religiosity index tend to have more rightward ISP’s when they report having fathers who were more on the right. It is also likely that such more rightist fathers formed part of families where religion tended to be more important. As a result, including all three of these variables as in Model 4 eliminates the impact on ISP of the higher levels of family religiosity that can be seen in Model 3, trumped as they are by father’s ideology. Educational attainment also has a very slight leftward effect on ISP in Model 4, which barely surpasses the lowest level of significance.¹⁹

Running Model 4 with the religiosity index as a continuous stream rather than with categorical breaks (not shown here) produces similar results with a beta of .72 (significant at p<.01).

Effects of Religiosity among Concertation and Alliance Coalition Supporters

If religiosity is the clearest determinant of variations in ISP but its effects are not apparent when examining voter choices for the two main coalitions, then such effects should lie just under the surface of this division. A revealing test of this fact comes from a regression model seeking to explain ISP with our religiosity index and voting for the Concertation or the Alliance among the independent variables. In such a model—that includes gender, age, household class position, and education, as defined above—one can expect voting for either coalition to be an extremely powerful predictor of ideological positioning given the nearly perfect overlap between voting for the Alliance and a rightist ISP, and vice versa. This is indeed what occurs (b= 2.72 significant at p<.001). But the religiosity index, run here as a continuous stream, retains a significant effect as well
(b=.42 significant at p<.01), while other variables are unimportant except for a trace effect produced by age. The question is, then, where and how does religiosity make a difference given the current configuration of the party system.

A key point is that of three historic Chilean party divisions over religion (irreligiosity versus religion, Catholics versus Protestants, and progressive versus conservative religiosities), the first two are reflected within the Concertation coalition but not the Alliance. The first one appears as the irreligious, being more leftist, opt in greater numbers for the Socialist Party, while religious Concertationist voters tend to support the centrist parties in larger proportions as their own religiosity increases. The second one is evident from a tendency of Catholics to support the PDC, while Protestants normally opt disproportionately for the PR or PPD. Unfortunately, the low responses to the party identification question hamper our ability to show these effects directly. However, we can explore the first of these divisions indirectly through the ISP scores of Concertation and Alliance voters. If our observation is correct, the religiosity index will impact the ISP of Concertation supporters, but will have no such effect on those of the Alliance.

To test these hypotheses we ran regression models (not shown) only with Concertation supporters who scored between 1 and 6 on the ideological scale. We eliminated the rightwing outliers because we did not want our results to be influenced by their characteristics (among which are high religiosity scores). We did the same thing with Alliance supporters, both “regular” and “occasional” (see footnote 16): we dropped those who self-placed between 1 and 4, or 8% of the total.

The results turned out as we expected. There is no effect of religiosity on the ISP of Alliance supporters (n=264) whether the religiosity index is broken into categories or run as a continuous variable. We ran these models with gender, age, household class position, and education, and only age has a trace effect producing a rightward drift.

Among Concertation supporters (n=361) the only variable producing any effect on ISP was religiosity; all control variables showed no significant influence. With zero to minimal religiosity as the reference category, all the other religiosity levels had statistically significant effects producing a rightward drift (“some” b=.855, significant at p<.01; “medium” b=.865, significant at p<.01; and “high” b=1.324, significant at p<.001). This model included all self-declared Concertation supporters, and therefore the
impact of religiosity may be affected by irreligious centrists who may support the PR or the PPD. However, there are few such centrists, and running the model only with Catholic supporters of the Concertation has only minimal effects on its resulting parameters. Running the model only among Protestants (n=96) and with the religiosity index as a continuous stream also produces a statistically significant result (b= .572, significant at p<.05), with age and education showing positive effects as well (b= .025 and .216 respectively, significant at p<.05). Hence, the more religious Protestants can also be expected to prefer the more centrist parties over the PS. Religiosity, or its absence, remains a key element in differentiating the political views, and presumably the party choices, of Concertation supporters.

**Progressive and Conservative Religious Conceptions as a Factor in the Choice Between Party Coalitions**

As noted earlier, Catholics may opt for different political coalitions given a progressive versus conservative split in their religiosity, and not simply as a legacy of their support or rejection of the military dictatorship.

To tap into this cleavage we asked respondents whether they approved, were indifferent to, or rejected the recent change to the civil marriage law, sponsored by Christian Democratic legislators, that legalized divorce. Attitudes toward this measure, which was opposed by the Catholic hierarchy, are a useful indicator of “progressive” versus “conservative” forms of religiosity among Chilean Catholics. Hence, a regression model seeking to explain voting for the Alliance, the Concertation, or “one or the other” coalition, with our religiosity index as well as respondents’ attitudes towards divorce among the independent variables, should show the impact of these attitudes on their preferences for either coalition while controlling for their overall religiosity. In other words, if a progressive/conservative split in the religiosity of the more religious respondents is associated with opting for different political coalitions, then our regression model should show that respondents’ attitudes towards legalizing divorce have a significant effect on those options, while the index of religiosity should show no effects as both types of religiously inclined respondents share similar overall levels of religiosity.
To better assess the importance of this religious difference in dividing Concertation from Alliance supporters, it is useful to add among the independent variables one that captures in a nutshell the “yes/no” division. A question regarding the degree of trust respondents have in the Armed Forces does just that, in so far as those who express such trust are mostly people who supported the “yes” and vice versa. (We have dichotomized this variable to make it easily comparable with the one that captures attitudes in favor or against divorce, such that 1 equals “very much,” “much,” or “considerable” confidence in the Armed Forces, while 0 captures “little” or “no” confidence in them.) Among the independent variables we added as well gender, age, household per capita income (divided into sextiles), and education—all as defined above. The results, using multinomial regressions and run only among respondents who identify as Catholics, appear in Table 2.

The first set of figures in Table 2 pair support for the Alliance with support for the Concertation. They reveal that having “confidence in the Armed Forces” is, as expected given the recent history of Chile’s political coalitions, a variable that is strongly associated with supporting the Alliance. Catholics who trust the military are 3.21 times more likely to be Alliance supporters than those who do not have such trust. However, opposing legal divorce has an even greater impact on determining a vote for the Alliance. The reference category here is support for legal divorce, and Catholics who are against legalizing divorce are 3.62 times more likely to prefer the Alliance than their sisters and brethren who support such a measure. These are solid results: the logits in both cases are more than four times the error terms, with p-values of less than .001. And, as expected, the religiosity index has no significant effect. Hence, Catholics supporting either coalition have similar degrees of overall religiosity, although those who support the Concertation have a less orthodox conception of their faith, at least as seen from their reaction to the divorce issue.

The income per capita variable produces even stronger effects than divorce at the fifth and sixth sextiles, although at lower levels of significance. The reference category is households with the lowest income. Respondents from such households prefer the Concertation, and hence the propensity to vote for the Alliance increases, in general, as household incomes increase as well. This shows that there is a social class difference
among Concertation and regular Alliance supporters in the expected direction, a result that holds even when running this model with the whole sample (not shown here), and not only with Catholics. Other variables have no influence.

Table 2
Religiosity, Legal Divorce, and Trust in the Armed Forces as Determinants of Support for the Party Coalitions
(Multinomial Regressions with Catholic Respondents Only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Alliance (1) vs. Concertation (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-2.66</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men (dummy)</td>
<td>-.56*</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 2 per capita income</td>
<td>1.22*</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 3 per capita income</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 4 per capita income</td>
<td>1.12*</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 5 per capita income</td>
<td>1.49**</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 6 per capita income</td>
<td>1.73**</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>5.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religiosity index</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent toward legal divorce</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against legal divorce</td>
<td>1.29***</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust in the Armed Forces</td>
<td>1.17***</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. One or other coalition (1) vs. Concertation (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-1.83</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men (dummy)</td>
<td>-.40</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 2 per capita income</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 3 per capita income</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 4 per capita income</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 5 per capita income</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextile 6 per capita income</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religiosity index</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent toward legal divorce</td>
<td>1.25**</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against legal divorce</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust in the Armed Forces</td>
<td>.83**</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N= 404

*p <.05; **p <.01; ***p <.001
Note: The table excludes Protestants, irreligious respondents, and 58 respondents who had more than trivial religiosity but who stated that they had no specific religious identity. Irreligious and Protestant supporters tended to favor the legalization of divorce.
The second set of figures in Table 2 pair occasional Alliance supporters (respondents who say they have supported “one or the other” coalition) with Concertationists. In what shows, once again, that wavering respondents are indeed closer to the Alliance, trust in the Armed Forces continues to be an important variable differentiating them from loyal Concertation supporters. But being “indifferent towards legal divorce” has a stronger effect, even if the results with both variables do not reach the highest level of statistical significance. The religiosity index has no impact, and hence the central difference between religiously inclined occasional Alliance supporters and those of the Concertation is that the former’s religiosity does not appear to have either a clear-cut conservative or progressive pattern. This in turn may help explain why these less than fully committed Alliance supporters sometimes report voting for the Concertation. In addition, there is no significant class difference between these two groups. This signifies that occasional Alliance supporters are also poorer than regular ones.

No statistically significant results (not shown here) appear when trying to explain the difference between occasional and regular Alliance supporters. However, as would be expected, indifference towards legal divorce generates the strongest result, one that almost reaches statistical significance, while all the signs for the logits of the income sextiles are negative. Given that the signs of the income categories in the pairing of Concertation and occasional Alliance supporters are generally positive, this would imply that occasional Alliance supporters occupy, in general, an intermediate position in terms of income between Concertation and regular Alliance voters.

This progressive/conservative cleavage, manifested most clearly among Catholics, obviously affects primarily the more religiously inclined voters. It is buttressed by the fact that it is interwoven with some of the discernible differences between the Concertation and the Alliance, and in particular between the PDC and the UDI. This means that very religious voters who have a clearly conservative or progressive profile in their religiosity are likely to be led to a considerable extent by it in making their political preference. And once made, it in turn may condition their perception of where they stand on the ideological scale. By contrast, religious voters whose religiosity does not fit either a clear-cut conservative or progressive profile—as seems to be disproportionately the
case with respondents who vote for one or the other coalition—may well be much less influenced by their religiosity when deciding their vote. And as a result they may as well tend to view themselves more readily as centrists on the ideological scale, as does indeed occur with those respondents who say they vote for one or the other coalition: 55.9% place themselves as either a 5 or a 6 on the ten-point scale, while 42.2% of Concertationists and only 27% of Alliancists do so.

Conclusions

The notion that a new “authoritarian/democratic cleavage” simply replaced the religious and class divisions that formed and transformed the Chilean party system in the past needs to be reassessed. Religion remains what it has always been in Chilean politics: an important factor leading people to adopt different ideological views and political attachments. While the patterns of religious influence are complex, we show here that they all follow tendencies that were established long ago. Thus, irreligious Chileans tend to align themselves on the left, while their main opposites—highly religious Catholics—tend to support positions that correspond to the centrist or rightist tendencies of the parties that have been historically closest to the Church. Protestants tend to vote more for the Concertation because that is where the main anticlerical forces are located, and they tend to place themselves on the ideological scale to the left of Catholics. And Catholics are divided in ways that reflect the longstanding fissure between Social Christian and Traditionalist groups in the old Conservative Party. Those who hold to a progressive form of religiosity prefer the Concertation, and those who have a more conservative view prefer the Alliance. Although the religious cleavage in Chilean society and politics has normally been viewed only from the perspective of the first of these conflicts—compressed into a Catholic versus secular or clerical versus anticlerical division—it is indeed multifaceted, encompassing as it does the three divisions we have focused on here. It is only with this complexity in mind that the full extent of the effect of religiously based differences on voter options can be appreciated. And while our focus here has been on religion, our survey does provide evidence for the continuing effects of class on political divisions as well. The Concertation is supported generally by the poor.
Did the current configuration of the party system really emerge only as a result of the “yes/no” to Pinochet? This may have been the trigger for it, but in the last analysis the answer is “no, not really.” If, as we argue, the division between the Concertation and the Alliance is rooted in the historic political effects of religious and class differences in Chilean society, this also helps explain why this configuration of the Chilean party system emerged in the first place, and why it has proved to be enduring. In other words, its endurance is more than just a figment of the peculiar binomial electoral system imposed by the dictatorship’s electoral law. The formation of a coalition such as the Concertation was within the realm of possibilities for the nation’s multiparty system for a long time. It is a coalition that places all center to center-left forces, regardless of whether they are of social Christian or of social democratic orientation, in the same framework. And yet this kind of coalition was difficult to achieve in the past. There was strong resistance to overcoming the barriers between religious and irreligious political cultures, and there were key institutional issues pertaining to the place of the Church in national life that created differences and resentments. Moreover, the secular social democratic pole in Chile was weak. The Radical Party was more committed to anticlericalism than to an effective social reform program, and the Socialists were split into various factions, among which social democrats were a minority. It proved to be easier to form coalitions among anticlerical forces from Radicals to Communists, despite the disparity of their respective social-programmatic and political views, than to bridge the Catholic/secular divide. Such coalitions, within which Social Christian splinter forces were but a small minority, won the presidency in 1938 and 1970.

Moreover, opposition to the Pinochet dictatorship is not the only political (as opposed to social-cleavage-based) factor that explains the formation of the Concertation—and therefore the current configuration of the Chilean party system. The end of the Cold War, the weakening of the Communist Party, and the firm commitment of the Socialist Party to what it formerly derided as “bourgeois democracy” have certainly been of equal if not greater importance. In essence, these changes have greatly strengthened the social democratic pole in the Chilean left and center-left, as Socialists, Radicals, and the Party for Democracy have firmly embraced it (Ortega 1992). In addition, the dictatorship deepened the rift among Catholics as conservatives chose to
ignore its human rights violations. This sharpened the Social Christian postures of the Christian Democratic Party, a process aided by defections of its own more conservative members to the right. The “yes/no” added a date and an important symbol of victory to the newly formed union of social Christians and social democrats, giving them, as well, the opportunity to form the most successful governments in the country’s history (on this latter point see Angell 2006).

And given that the current configuration of the Chilean party system is much more firmly based on the nation’s historic religious and class cleavages than recent observers have realized, this suggests that it may well endure even as the memory of the dictatorship and the yes/no division continue to recede.
Appendix I
The Survey and the Sample

In late 2003, Timothy R. Scully, CSC, and J. Samuel Valenzuela decided to prepare a survey that would provide a finely grained measure of the influence of religion on political choices in Chile. To begin this effort, they conducted two focus groups in Santiago in March of 2004, one with Catholic and the other with Protestant middle-aged women of lower-middle-class backgrounds. The participants were randomly selected by a private marketing firm in Santiago, and the sessions were held in its offices. The women were invited to discuss their religious beliefs and their attitudes regarding contemporary moral, social, and political issues. The value to this research of these exercises cannot be overemphasized. They sensitized the senior researchers in this project to the way the two sets of women conceived and described their own religiosity—in particular to the relative importance they assigned to public and private expressions of it—and how it colored their views of issues such as friendship across religious denominations, sex before marriage, cohabitation, contraception, gender roles, and divorce. The women also reflected on morality in public affairs. They placed a high value on a male candidate’s marital and family life as a test for the credibility of his claims and promises. While the women expressed a preference for political leaders who shared their religious beliefs, the quality of a politician’s moral vibe took precedence over his or her apparent religiosity. They also spoke approvingly of having a woman as candidate for the presidency of the republic, but only as long as she shared, by and large, their own political views.

In constructing the survey, Scully and Valenzuela also relied on their past experiences and observations (Scully as a priest in a popular Santiago neighborhood, and Valenzuela as part of a Methodist family). They also examined other survey instruments focusing on religion, most of which were written to be applied in the US or Western Europe. The resulting survey included 85 questions, roughly half of which focused on the religious identity, beliefs, and practices of the respondent. Some of these questions were addressed only to Catholics or only to Protestants. The rest of the survey focused on respondents’ political attitudes, their trust in various institutions, and their views on moral and social issues in contemporary Chile.
The authors asked Eduardo Valenzuela and his team of researchers at the Institute of Sociology of the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile in Santiago to apply the survey. They drew the sample for it, did thirty pretests of the instrument, and conducted the interviews. All of them were done face to face in the respondents’ homes in September and October of 2004. There were no major political or other events that could have influenced the results while the interviews were taking place.

The interviews were conducted with respondents drawn at random from the leading urban areas in Chile: the Greater Santiago area (40%), Valparaíso and Viña del Mar (20%), the Greater Concepción-Talcahuano area (20%), Antofagasta (10%), and Temuco (10%). The population of these five metropolitan areas represents about 70% of the total Chilean population, and the proportions of respondents drawn from each setting (indicated in parentheses) is roughly equivalent to that which their localities contribute to the total number of inhabitants in all five areas. Experience with Chilean survey data shows that adding the attitudes of rural residents hardly changes the results obtained by interviewing respondents in the aforementioned large urban areas.

The sample was drawn by first dividing each metropolitan area into neighborhoods with roughly equal numbers of inhabitants. Each interviewee was chosen by selecting at random, in successive order, a neighborhood, a street, and a house on that street. When at the house, the interviewer was asked to obtain the list of all adults over 18 that lived there, and—in case there was more than one adult—to select one of them for the interview at random. If after a third attempt the interviewer could not find anyone at home, he or she was instructed to select another house on the same block at random. Interviewers were also instructed not to conduct the interview and to select a different house on the block if respondents turned out to be Jewish, Mormon, Muslim, or of any other non-Christian faith. Followers of such faiths constitute small minorities of the Chilean population. However, respondents were interviewed if they claimed to have no particular religious identity or religious belief.

The survey was applied to 1201 respondents. An additional 120 Protestant respondents were also interviewed. They were selected through a snowball method: Protestant respondents who were part of the random sample were asked for names of their acquaintances—who were then randomly selected for inclusion. However, in
examining the responses obtained through this method it became clear that these interviews were not reliable: there were significant differences between them and those furnished by the Protestants who showed up in the random sample. Hence, all these interviews were eventually discarded.
## Appendix II
### The Index of Religiosity

The religiosity index was constructed from questions applied to the whole sample as well as from those that targeted only Catholics or Protestants. The following table contains the questions, the groups to which they were directed, and the values from 0 to 3 that were assigned to each answer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>English version of the question in summary form</th>
<th>Applied to all</th>
<th>Applied only to Catholics</th>
<th>Applied only to Protestants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>At home, how often—if at all—do you read the Bible or Biblical passages drawn from other sources?</td>
<td>-Several times a week=3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Once a week=2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Sometimes=1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Less than that=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>On average, how often—if at all—do you pray in whatever form you may choose to do so?</td>
<td>-More than once per day=3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Once per day=2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Several times a week=1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Less than that=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>How religious do you consider yourself to be: very religious, quite religious, a little religious, or not religious at all?</td>
<td>-Very religious=3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Somewhat religious=2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-A bit religious=1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Not religious at all=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>How often, if at all, do you go to church services (not including baptisms, weddings, or funerals)?</td>
<td>-Several times a week=3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Once a week=2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-At least once a month=1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Less than that=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>When you pray, do you usually commend yourself to a particular saint?</td>
<td>-At least one saint=1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-No saint=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>How often, if at all, do you go to a sanctuary dedicated to the Virgin Mary or to a saint?</td>
<td>-More than once a year=2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-At least once a year=1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Less than that=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Are you in the habit of praying to the Virgin Mary at publicly displayed images of her?</td>
<td>-Each time I can=2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Sometimes=1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Never=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Do you usually pray the rosary?</td>
<td>-Yes=3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-No=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Have you made a request of a saint that you are devoted to?</td>
<td>-Yes=1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-No=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Have you received the sacrament of confession?</td>
<td>-During the last year=3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-During the last two years=2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Less than that=0.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The religiosity index was developed in six steps:

1. Selection of questions. For each group (Catholics, Protestants, and nonreligious), we selected a set of questions that would be used for building the index. As shown in the table above, at least four questions were used for all respondents, but the indexes for Catholics and Protestants were complemented by sets of questions specifically designed for each of these two groups.

2. Definition of index values. As shown in the table above, we gave a numeric value (‘index value’) to each answer category for every question used in the index of religiosity. Such numbers reflect the importance of the answer for an ideal typical construct of religiosity levels.

3. Creation of new variables with the index values. We created a new set of variables that show the index values chosen for each of the selected questions. For instance, if in the original variable/question a respondent reports reading the Bible or Biblical passages ‘Several times a week,’ we assign him or her a value of ‘3’ in a new variable. If the answer is ‘Once a week,’ in that new variable he or she gets a value of ‘2.’ We did this for all the questions selected for each group (step 1) and their respective index values (step 2). We also looked at the bivariate correlations among these new variables. All the correlations are positive, and most of them are significant at the .001 level. However,
only a few of them are above .5. These results reinforced our presumption that, although all of these variables are probably tapping the concept of ‘religiosity,’ they are measuring different aspects of religiosity, which justifies combining them into a single index.

4. Establishment of an overall religiosity score. We generated a new variable that adds, for each respondent, the values of the variables created in step 3. Suppose that a nonreligious respondent obtained the following index values in the four questions selected for building the index for the nonreligious: ‘2’ in question 17; ‘1’ in question 19; ‘2’ in question 22; and ‘1’ in question 23. The new variable with the overall religiosity score will therefore have a numeric value of 2+1+2+1=6.

5. Creation of a variable that indicates the number of questions with valid information. We created a variable that indicates, for each respondent, the number of questions with ‘valid’ information among all the questions that pertain to him or her. Information is ‘not valid’ when there is a blank cell or when the answer is ‘doesn’t know’ or ‘no answer.’ Since this information does not tell us anything about the religiosity of the respondent, we cannot use it for the index. In the example given in step 4, four questions apply for this nonreligious respondent, and he or she gave valid information for all of them. Hence, the new variable will have a value of ‘4.’ Had he/she not answered one of the questions, the value would be ‘3,’ etc.

6. Computation of the religiosity index. To compute the religiosity index we divided the overall religiosity score (step 4) by the number of questions with valid information (step 5). The resulting value indicates the religiosity level of the respondent. The index of religiosity ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 3. We decided not to compute the index for respondents with ‘invalid’ information in more than two questions. Following that rule, only two respondents were excluded.

7. Assigning respondents to religiosity categories. Using the values of the religiosity index, we divided the full sample of 1199 cases (1201 minus 2 excluded cases) into five categories. First, the irreligious, with a value of ‘0’ in the religiosity index (N=80). Second, the low-religiosity respondents with values ranging from .01 to .625 (N=362). Third, the medium-religiosity group scoring from .626 to .910 (N=268). Fourth, the medium-high-religiosity segment ranging from .911 to 1.375 (N=249). And finally, the high-religiosity individuals who score above 1.376 (N=240).
Endnotes


2 For analysis of these party-forming cleavages see J. S. Valenzuela (1985); A. Valenzuela (1990); Scully (1992); J. S. Valenzuela (1997); and J. S. Valenzuela and Maza Valenzuela (2000).

3 All translations in the paper are ours. The capitalized words appear in the original. Other sources articulating this view include Montes, Mainwaring, and Ortega (2000); Moreno (1999); and Carey (1998).

4 See Huneeus (2006) for papers discussing the binomial formula. See also Cabezas and Navia 2005.

5 We thank Eugenio Tironi and Eduardo Valenzuela for their advice in writing our survey, and Eduardo Valenzuela and his team of researchers at the Department of Sociology of the Catholic University of Chile for applying it. The survey was done through home interviews in September and October 2004. See Appendix 1 for details regarding the sample and the interviews.

6 Chilean Protestants, the majority of whom are Pentecostals, refer to themselves collectively as “Evangélicos.” But to call them “Evangelicals” would be misleading given the use of this term in the US to refer to a fundamentalist trans-denominational movement. Hence we retain the term “Protestant” here.

7 For useful reviews of the cleavage notion see Manza and Brooks (1999, chapters 1 and 2), and Martin (2000, chapter 2).

8 For a description of the current Chilean parties see J. S. Valenzuela and Scully (1995). All acronyms follow party labels in Spanish.

9 See Scully (1992, 190–93), and J. S. Valenzuela (1999), for elaborations on this theme.

10 See Ruiz Rodríguez (2006, 93) for a summary of these results. The UDI has been described by a leader of the right as “practically a confessional party” (Barozet and Aubry 2005, 186).

11 Lehman reports that only 19% of Chileans attend church weekly, although among Catholics the proportion falls to 14%. These figures probably underestimate attendance, but correctly indicate that it is larger among Protestants.

12 Sociologists of religion have noted the unreliability of survey reports of church attendance. See Hadaway, Marler, and Chaves (1993).

13 For details regarding our religiosity index see Appendix 2.

14 We thank Eugenio Tironi for giving us the results of this the survey. It was done with a random sample of 600 Santiago residents.

15 Conversely, the PR and the PS—the main anticlerical-tradition parties in the Concertation—were only given a 1 or a 2 score by 10% and 13% of respondents, respectively.

16 The model included gender, age, household class position, and education (as defined elsewhere), and the religiosity index as a continuous stream, with n=641. For this analysis we added respondents who said that they voted for “one or the other” coalition to those who said they voted for the Alliance. Both groups have ideological profiles, as captured by their placement on the left-to-right scale, that are closer to one another than to the Concertation. Thus, while 45.8% of Concertationists place themselves on the Left of the ten-point scale (from 1 to 4), only 10.2% of those who voted for “one or the other” coalition—and 4.9% of Alliance supporters—do so.

Respondents in surveys express less support for the Alliance than it receives in the polls. Those who say they vote for “one or the other coalition” tend to be, therefore, mostly occasional Alliance supporters. Adding their number to regular Alliance supporters—those who readily admit their commitment to the parties of the right—equals 43.6% of the 736 respondents who have voted and who answer the question regarding their past support for the main coalitions. This percentage corresponds overall with the percentage of the votes the Alliance has usually obtained.
Figure 1 excludes 48 respondents of low religiosity who did not declare their religious identity. See Huneeus (2005, 74 and 80) for figures demonstrating these assertions. See also Centro de Estudios Públicos (1997, 73) for data on Radical and Communist supporters that Huneeus does not include.

We tested models with a reference category for the religiosity index that is twice the size of the one used in Table 1. This requires adding cases that have low levels of religiosity to those that have zero. This obviously weakens the results obtained with the religiosity index, but they are still statistically significant and do not change the patterns in Table 1. These results and the strength of the effects of religiosity buttress our confidence that collinearity is not a concern in Table 1.
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